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Who and What is a GURU? 

Guru (Devanagari गुरु) is a Sanskrit term for "teacher" or "master", especially in Indian religions. 

The Hindu guru-shishya tradition is the oral tradition or religious doctrine or experiential wisdom 

transmitted from teacher to student. In the United States, the word guru is a marketing term used 

by ad agencies and the meaning of "guru" has been used to cover anyone who acquires followers. 

A Guru has the power and wisdom to dissolve our spiritual ignorance, he inspires devotion and his 

presence purifies all. He makes us understand the rules given by our scriptures’ and plays a very 

important role in one’s life as he leads one to live a dutiful life. 

 

ETYMOLOGY 

 

“GURU”  

 

 

 

 

 

The word guru, a noun, means "teacher" in Sanskrit and in other languages derived from or 

borrowing words from Sanskrit. 

As a noun the word means the imparter of knowledge. 

As an adjective, it means 'heavy,' or 'weighty,' in the sense of "heavy with knowledge," heavy with 

spiritual wisdom, "heavy with spiritual weight," "heavy with the good qualities of scriptures and 

realization," or "heavy with a wealth of knowledge." 

(Etymology is the study of the origin of words and the way in which their meanings have changed 

throughout history.) 

 

 

 

 

 

The syllable “gu” means shadows 
the syllable “ru,” he who disperses them,  
Because of the power to disperse darkness 
the guru is thus named. 

- Advayataraka Upanishad 14 - 18, verse 5 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Devanagari
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanskrit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_religions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hinduism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guru-shishya_tradition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oral_tradition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanskrit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Upanishad
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GURU IN HINDUISM 

The importance of finding a guru who can impart transcendental knowledge (vidyā) is emphasised 

in Hinduism. One of the main Hindu texts, the Bhagavad Gita, is a dialogue between God in the 

form of Krishna and his friend Arjuna, a Kshatriya prince who accepts Krishna as his guru on the 

battlefield, prior to a large battle. Not only does this dialogue outline many of the ideals of 

Hinduism, but their relationship is considered an ideal one of Guru-Shishya. In the Gita, Krishna 

speaks to Arjuna of the importance of finding a guru: 

“tad viddhi pranipatena  
pariprasnena sevaya  

upadeksyanti te jnanam  
jnaninas tattva-darsinah” 

“Just try to learn the truth by approaching a spiritual master. Inquire from him submissively and 
render service unto him. The self-realized soul can impart knowledge unto you because he has seen 

the truth.” - Bhagavad Gita C4 S34  

The disciple of a guru is called a śiṣya or chela. Often a guru lives in an ashram or in a gurukula (the 
guru's household), together with his disciples. The lineage of a guru, spread by disciples who carry 
on the guru's message, is known as the guru parampara, or disciplic succession. 

The role of the guru continues in the original sense of the word in such Hindu traditions as the 
Vedānta, yoga, tantra and bhakti schools. Indeed, it is now a standard part of Hinduism that a guru 
is one's spiritual guide on earth. In some more mystical traditions it is believed that the guru could 
awaken dormant spiritual knowledge within the pupil. The act of doing this is known as shaktipat. 

In Hinduism, the guru is considered a respected person with saintly qualities who enlightens the 
mind of his or her disciple, an educator from whom one receives the initiatory mantra, and one 
who instructs in rituals and religious ceremonies. 

ATTRIBUTES OF A GURU 

Gurus of several Hindu denominations are often referred to as Satgurus. In the Upanishads, five 

signs of a Satguru (true guru) are mentioned. 

In the presence of a Satguru; 

1. Knowledge flourishes (Gyana raksha) 

2. Sorrow diminishes (Dukha kshaya) 

3. Joy wells up without any reason (Sukha aavirbhava) 

4. Abundance dawns (Samriddhi) 

5. All talents manifest (Sarva samvardhan) 

Guru in Pushtimarg. 

WHAT IS PUSHTIMARG? 

Let’s understand the meaning of Pushtimarg!  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhagavad_Gita
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krishna
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arjuna
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kshatriya
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shishya
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apprenticeship
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ashram
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gurukula
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parampara
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ved%C4%81nta
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yoga
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tantra
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhakti
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shaktipat
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satguru
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“Pushti” represents Grace and “Marg” represents Path to get closer to Shree Thakorji, that is, 

Pushtimarg is the Path of Grace. Pushtimarg was introduced to human beings by Shree 

Vallabhacharya Mahaprabhuji. Pushtimarg is also referred to as “Krupa Marg,” because Pushti 

means/is also known as “Krupa” in Sanskrit. 

Pushtimarg can also be known as “Bhaktimarg” because it emphasis on offering ones service Shree 

Thakorji, that is, Seva. 

SHREE VALLABHACHARYA MAHAPRABHUJI 

Ancestors of Shree Mahaprabhuji 

Ancestors of Shree Mahaprabhuji were renowned for their spiritualism. According to the Hindu 

religious text, they lived in Kankarvad, presently known as Andhrapradesh. They were Tailang 

Brahmins by caste. 

 

One of his ancestor Yagnanarayan Bhatt was a great devotee of the Lord Shree Krishna and 

regularly performed ‘Somyagnas'. One day while performing a somyagna. Lord Shree Krishna 

appeared from the holy flames of the yagna, blessed him and promised that he would manifest 

himself in Yagnanaryan Bhatt's family after the completion of hundred Somyagnas. 

 

Yagnanarayan Bhatt performed 32 Somyagnas and his son Gangadhar Bhatt performed 28 

somyagnas and his son Ganapati Bhatt performed 30 somyagnas and Ganapati Bhatt's son Vallabh 

Bhatt performed 5 somyagnas. He had two sons Laxman Bhatt and Janardhan Bhatt. The last 5 

somyagnas were performed by Laxman Bhatt. 

 

Birth of Shree Mahaprabhuji 

Shree Vallabh was born after 100 somyagnas to Shree Laxman Bhattji and his mother Yellamagaruji. 
He appeared in Champaranya village in Madhya Pradesh, on chaitra vad ekadashi samvat 1535 year 
1478AD. Shree Laxman Bhattji was married to Yellamagaruji, daughter of Royal priest, Susharma of 
Vidyanagar. 

Once when Shree Laxman Bhattji and his wife were travelling from Varanasi towards south, 
Yellamagaruji was expecting a child. When they reached "Champaranya", she had a miscarriage. 
Thinking that the child is no more, they covered him with leaves and moved forward. That night, 
Shri Laxman Bhattji had a dream that the baby was alive. When they returned, they saw an 
amazing light. A beautiful small baby was lying there surrounded with fire. The blessed mother 
took the baby in her arms. There was great joy and celebration on the birth of this extra ordinary 
child. He was named 'Vallabh' as he was very dear to his parents. (Vallabh means loved by all). 

 

Shree Vallabhs Education 

Shri Mahaprabhuji was an extremely intelligent child. At the age of seven, he mastered the Sanskrit 

language, all Vedas and Shastras in 4 months. He was honored with the title of 'Balsarswati' and 

'Ghatasaraswati'. He was given the title of 'Jagatguru' and was honored with 'Kanakabhishek' 
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ceremony. He was showered with flowers, and gifted with enormous gold, which he did not keep 

with him and donated among the Brahmins present there. 

 

Life of Shree Vallabhacharyaji 

Shree Mahaprabhuji used to lead a very simple life devoid of any materialistic pleasures. At the age 

of eleven, Shree Mahaprabhuji commenced his 1st Bharat Parikrama. He travelled the entire stretch 

of this vast country, absorbed the sins of past and present birth of his devotees and gave them 

'Brahmasambandh' and thus spread Krishna Bhakti during his three such Bharatparikramas. Some 

of his disciples travelled with him during his parikramas. Shree Mahaprabhuji never used any 

means of conveyance and travelled by foot. We can imagine that at the tender age, what difficulties 

Shree Mahaprabhuji must have gone through 500 years ago. Such was our Shri Vallabh, so 

determined to face any situation for the upliftment of separated souls. 

During his first parikrama, Shree Mahaprabhuji visited Champaranya, his birth place where he 
camped for a few days below a Shamee tree. For the first time, he recited Srimad Bhagawat for 
seven days. 

Later on he went to holy places, remote villages & towns. He walked extensively from Badrinath in 
Himalayas to Rameshwaram in South, Jagannathapuri in the East and Dwarka in the West. He 
accomplished this three times in his life, bare foot with certain vows. During these yatras he used 
to camp on the outskirts of a village or a town, a place close to a river or a lake with beautiful 
surroundings and he would rest under a tree. He loved nature and peaceful environment. 
 
In many of these places, he used to read Srimad Bhagawat as a 'Parayan' and reside for 3-7 days. At 
many places he has also read Valmiki Ramayan and Holy Gita. Such particular spots, where he used 
to do 'Parayan' are called 'Baithakji'. 
 
There are 84 such Baithakjis in India. Most of these baithakjis are open for Darshan even today. 
Only few places are not visible. 

 

Damodardasji (Damla ji) 

Damodardas Harsaniji from Wardha, at the age of 16, became the 1st disciple of Shree 

Mahaprabhuji and remained with him throughout his life. Damodardasji was the 4th son of 

Kapoorchand Harsani. He had forsaken his father's wealth and home to perform devotional service 

at the feet of Shree Vallabhacharyaji. He was the ideal disciple and had collected immense 

knowledge on Pushtimarg from Shree Mahaprabhuji. 

Shree Mahaprabhujis Family 

On his second tour to South India he arrived in the town of Pandharpur to pay respect to the Lord. 

He paid respect to the Lord Shree Vitthoba and worshipped him. Shree Vitthoba asked Shree 

Vallabh to shun his Brahmacharya and accept grahasthashram (get married) since God himself 

wished to incarnate as his son so that family lineage of Shree Mahaprabhuji would continue the 

work of spreading Krishna Bhakti. At the age of 25, Shree Vallabh married Shree Mahaiaxmiji 

daughter of Devan Bhatt in Kashi. Shree Mahaprabhuji has two sons. 
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1. Gopinathji - He was born in Adel, on Aaso vad 12 (Baras) samvat 1567. 

2. Gusainji - Was born in Charnat on Posh vad 9 (nom) samvat 1572. 

Shree Vallabh also has two Betiji's Laxmi Betiji and Satyabhama Betiji. 

SHREE GOPINATHJI – INCARNATION OF SACRIFICE. 

Shri Gopinathji the elder son of Shri Vallabhacharyaji was born on the 12th Day of the black half of 
the month of Bhadrapad in Vikram Samvat 1567, at Adel near Prayag. Shree Gopinathji is 
considered as Baldevji since he was elder to his brother Shree Vitthalnathji. 

He was educated under direct guidance of Shree Mahaprabhuji. He was given Yagnopavti sanskar 
at Varasani. He was sent to Kashi at the age of 15 to study under the learned teacher Shree Madhav 
Sarawati, who taught him almost all the religious books. Shree Gopinathji, being extra intelligent, 
learnt everything very enthusiastically. After completing his studies there Shree Gopinathji 
returned to Adel, where Shree Mahaprabhuji got him married to Shree Payammaji Vahuji. Shree 
Gopinathji and Shree Payammanji Vahuji had 3 children: 

1. Shree Purushottmji – 1587 in Adel (son) 
2. Shree Satyabhama betiji – 1598 in Adel (daughter) 
3. Shree Laxmi betiji – 1601 in Adel (daughter) 

Shree Purushottmji became leelastha in samvant 1620 in his young age of 33, this untimely 

dismissal gave a shock to Shree Gopinathji. 

Shree Gopinathji has written 2 books: 

1. Sadhan Deepika – this describes how Vaishnavs should lead their life. 

2. Seva Paddhait – this describes the various methods of service to Thakorji. 

The life of Shree Gopinathji was very simple, pious and full of divine virtues. He was unflinchingly 

devoted to the religious path. Even today the Vaishnavs celebrate Bhadra Vadi Barash as the 

birthday of Shree Gopinathji who was the incarnation of sacrifice. 

 

 

 

SHREE VITTHALNATHJI – SHREE GUSAINJI. 

Shree Vitthalnathji was the second son of Shree Mahaprabhuji. He was born in Charnat on the 

bank of river Ganga on Maheshwar Vadi on Vikram Samvat 1572, that is 4in 1516 A.D. he was given 

the upanayan sanskar at the age of 8 years at Varanasi on Chaitra Sudinom in Vikram Samvat 1580. 

Shree Mahaprabhuji himself taught him the Vedas and the Sanjivini Vidya. Then he lived in 

Varanasi with Madhav Sanjivini Vidya to study the books of other religions. In a very short time, 

Shree Vitthalnathji completed his studies and returned to Adel. 

Shree Mahaprabhuji taught him ways of seva and gave him Shree Navnit Priyaji to render his 

service (seva). At this time he learnt almost all the books of Pushtimarg. 
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He wrote many books, the most famous being Vidvan Mandan, the Tippaniji on shree Subhodiniji, 

Bhakti Hansa, Sarvottam Stotra, Vignaptis and Geeta Tatparya. 

He was very meticulous about the rituals of seva. He made use of different arts such as music, 

vyanjan shastra, drawing, dancing and so on in Seva. He explained to vaishnavs that all 64 types 

should be utilized in the service of Shree Thakorji. Shree Vitthalnathji reiterated the greatness of 

Satyam Shivam Sundaram. 

Shree Vitthalnathji married twice during his lifetime. His first wife was Shree Rukmini Vahuji and 

the second one was Shree Padmavati Vahuji. He had 7 Sons and 4 Daughters:  

Sons: 

1. Shree Giridharaji – Vikram Samvat 1597, Adel 

He was the disciple of Shree Gusainji. He wrote 2 books in his lifetime – Gadya Mantratika 

and Utsavaniranayashotra. Shree Giridharaji had only 6 disciples who left this world after 

taking Bhramasambandh Dixa. He got married to Shree Bhamini Vahuji and had 3 Sons 

and 3 Daughters. He was named Goverdham by Shree Vitthalnathji. 

 

2. Shree Govindarayji – Kartak Vadi Atham in Vikram Samvat 15994 

He was well versed in Vyakaran Shashtra. He had immense attachment to Bhakti. He was 

married to Shree Raniji Vahuji and had 1 son named Shree Kalyanrayaji’s who also had a 

son. Shree Vitthalnathji named him Rajaji. 

 

3. Shree Balkrishnalalji – Bhadrapada Vadi Teras in Vikram Samvat 1606, Adel 

He was given Upvit Sanskar in vikram samvat 1614. He was married to Shree Kamlavatiji 

Vahuji in vikram samavt 1623. He had 6 sons: Shree Dvarkeshji, Shree Vrajnathji, Shree 

Vrajabhushanji, Shree Pitambarji, Shree Vrajalankarji and Shree Purushottamji. 

He was a great scholar, he has studied all the books of Hinduism and Shree Mahaprabhuji 

also. He wrote Svapnadrashta Svamini Stotra, Gupt Rasa Stotra, Shree Sarvottam Stotra 

Vrutti, Bhaktivardhini Virutti and amongst others. Shree Vitthalnathji named him 

Rajivlochan. 

 

4. Shree Gokulnathji – Magshar Sudi Satam vikram samvat 1608, Adel 

He was married to Shree Parvatiji in vikram samvat 1624. He had 3 sons: Shree Gopalji, 

Shree Vitthalrayji and Shree Vrajratnaji. He also has 3 daughters. His best contribution to 

pushtimarg is through the tales of 84 and 252 Vaishnavs. His seats are situated in 13 sites 

in India.  Shree Vitthalnathji named him Shree Vallabh but it is through one of the maid 

named Krishnadasi that he got the name of Gokulnathji. 

 

5. Shree Raghunathji – Kartak Sudi Baras in vikram samvat 1611, Adel 

He was very learned in religious and spiritual matters. He had deep knowledge of 18 

Purnas and 18 Sub-Purunas too. He was only 5 years old when he wrote the Nam-

ratnakhya Stotra which recites the 108 names of Shree Vitthalnathji. Shree Raghunathji’s 

wife was called Shree Janki Vahuji.  Shree Vitthalnathji addressed him by the name of 

Ramchandra. 

 

6. Shree Yadunathji – Chaitra Sudi Chhath in vikram samvat 1615. 

He was addressed by the name Maharajaji given to him by Shree Vitthalnathji. 
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7. Shree Ghanshyamji – Kartak Vadi Terash in vikram samvat 1628 

He was addressed by the name Pran Vallabh given to him by Shree Vitthalnathji. 

 

Daughters: 

1. Shree Shobhabetiji 

2. Shree Yamunabetiji 

3. Shree Kamalabetiji 

4. Shree Devkebetiji. 
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SHREE DWARKESHLALJI MAHODAYSHREE. 

Introduction 

Acharyashree P.P.G Dwarkeshlalji Mahodayshree is the 17th descendent of Shrimad 

Vallabhsacharyaji. After accomplishing Master’s Degree in Sanskrit, Acharyashree attained in-depth 

knowledge in the Indian Scriptures – Shrimad Bhagwad Geeta, Shrimad Bhagwat, Upnishads, Ved-

Sashtras and Jyotish Sashtra. Apart from being a scholar in Indian Scriptures, he is also a great 

Orator. Acharyashree has successfully established “International Vaishnav Sangh” to unite 

Vaishnavs all around the world. The first ever Haveli on the African Continent “Shree 

Vallabhdham” situated in Nairobi, Kenya was established by Acharyashree. He has also pioneered 

and established Shreenathji’s Havelis known as “Vrajdham” in the United Kingdom and 

“Nathdwara” in the continent of Australia. Under the able leadership of Acharyashree an education 

center “Bhaktidham” is being constructed in Ahmedabad, India. Apart from religious activities, 

Acharyashree has demonstrated deep concern for the less fortunate people of our society. Under 

his leadership a scheme known as “Vidhyarthi Dattak Yojna,” that is Students Adoption Scheme, is 

as well managed by Acharyashree. 
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Family Tree. 

 

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

      

   

   

   

   

   

   

      

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

      

   

   

   

   

   

   

    

 

 

Shree Vallabhacharya ji (Shree Mahaprabhuji) 1535 

Shree Vitthalnath ji (Shree Gusaiji) 1572 

Shree Yadunathji ji (6th Son of Gusaiji) 1614 

Shree Madhusudan ji 1634 

Shree Vitthalnath ji 1634 

Shree Praduman ji 1762 

Shree Vithelesh ji 1785 

1st Generation 

2nd Generation 

3rd Generation 

4th Generation 

5th Generation 

6th Generation 

7th Generation 

Shree Purshotam ji 1806 8th Generation 

Shree Vrajpal ji 1839 9th Generation 

Shree Purshotam ji 1879 10th Generation 

Shree Ramanlal ji 1904 11th Generation 

Shree Ghanshyamlal ji 1932 12th Generation 

Shree Damodarlal ji 1949 13th Generation 
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Shree Purshotamlal ji 1968 (Kota) 14th Generation 

Shree Govindlal ji 1989 
15th Generation 

Shree Vrajeshkumar ji 2008 

16th Generation 

Shree Yadunath ji       

(17th Generation) 

Shree Dwarkeshlal ji     

(17th Generation) 

 

Shree Jaidevlal ji         

(17th Generation) 

Chirinjivi Shree 

Prathemesh ji            

(18th Generation) 

Chririnjivi Shree    

Vrajraj ji (18th 

Generation) 

Shree Bhakti raja ji      

(18th Generation) 

Shree Mimansa raja ji 

(18th Generation) 
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Bio Data. 

  

Fathers Name: Goswami Shree Vrajeshkumar ji. 

Mothers Name: A.Sau Shri Vrajlakshmi Vahuji 

D.O.B: 24th November 1974 

Education: Master’s Degree in Sanskrit, Scholar in Indian Scriptures, Arts 

Marital Status: Married, 22nd November 1997  

Married to: A.Sau Shri Divyashri Vahuji  

Offspring(s): 2 Daughters. 

1. Mimansa Raja – 4th September 2003 

2. Bhakti Raja – 11th May 2006 

Sevya Sawroop: Shree Gopallal Prabhu. 

Haveli’s founded by Jeje Shree:  

1. Vallabhdham Haveli – Nairobi, Kenya  

2. Nathdwara Haveli – Perth, Australia 

3. Vrajdham – Leicester, UK 

4. California, USA 

5. Gopaldham 

6. Girirajdham 

7. Ghandhidham, India 

8. Bhuj, India 

9. Surendra Nagar 

Hobbies:  

 Sports; 

1. Cricket 

2. Table Tennis 

3. Chess 

 Driving 

 Music 

Spoken Languages: Sanskrit, Guajarati, Hindi, Vraj Bhasa, English, Kiswahili 

 

 

  

 

Figure 1 A.Sau Shri Divyashri Vahuji 
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Picture Gallery. 

 

Picture 1 Pujya Jeje Shree's Parivar 

Picture 2 Pujya Jeje Shree 
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Picture 3 Pita Shree's First Visit to Kenya, 1990 
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Notes. 

 


